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Let A be a closed (linear) operator with domain D(A) and range R(A) in a 
Banach space X. Let {A 1 ) and {BE} be two nets of bounded operators on X such 
that llA,ll<M, R(A.)uR(B,)cD(A)andB,AcAB,=A.-I,w-lim,AAzx=O 
for all x E X, and slim, A,Ax = 0 for all x E D(A). We tirst formulate an abstract 
mean ergodic theorem which contains as special cases many known or new mean 
ergodic theorems. The theorem is then used to study the approximate solutions of 
the functional equation Ax = y. One of the results says that if y E A(D(A) n m), 
then { -B,y} converges to the unique solution x in R(A). The general results 
provide a unified approach to many specific methods for solving Ax = y. The cases 
treated here include: (1) A = I- T with To&X); (2) A is the generator of a (Y)- 
semigroup; (3) A is the generator of a strongly continuous cosine operator function; 
(4) the operator equation A, E + EAz = B. cl3 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Mean ergodic theorems have been used as tools by some authors in 
studying the approximate solutions of the linear functional equation 
Ax = y, where A may be a bounded or unbounded closed operator in a 
Banach space X. See DeFigueiredo and Karlovitz [Z], Dotson [335], 
Groetsch [S], and Lin and Sine [lo] for the case that A = I- T with 
TE B(X); see Krengel and Lin [9] for the case that A is the infinitesimal 
generator of a (C,)-semigroup of operators. The mean ergodic theorems 
used have been those of Kakutani and Yosida [17], Eberlein [7], and 
Dunford and Schwartz [6], respectively. 
In this paper we shall formulate a new abstract mean ergodic theorem 
and use it to subsume all the results cited above, and to obtain some new 
results. Our mean ergodic theorem contains as special cases the mean 
ergodic theorems for discrete and continuous semigroups and those for 
discrete and continuous cosine functions. From the viewpoint of solving 
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Ax = y, it seems more appropriate than Dotson’s mean ergodic theorem 
[S] for affine operators, since it applies not only to the case A = I- T, with 
T bounded, but also to the more general case where A is a closed operator. 
Section 1 consists of general results, and Sections 2, 3 and 4 contain 
applications to the equation (I- T)x= ~(TE B(X)), the equation Ax= y 
(A a closed operator), and the operator equation A, E+ EA, = B, 
respectively. 
1. GENERAL RESULTS 
Let X be a Banach space and A a closed linear operator on X. The 
domain, the null space, and the range of A will be denoted by D(A), N(A), 
and R(A), respectively. In this section we prove an abstract mean ergodic 
theorem, from which various results on the approximate solution of the 
functional equation Ax = y will follow. 
Suppose that {A,laEc, is a net of bounded linear operators on X which 
satisfies the three conditions: 
(a) llA,ll GM for all aEa; 
(b) s-lim. (A, - Z)x = 0 for all x E N(A) and R(A, -I) c R(A) for all 
aEa; 
(c) U,R(A,) c D(A), w-lim, AA,x = 0 for ail XE X, and s-lim, A,Ax 
=0 for all xED(A). 
Denote by P the mapping which sends x to the limit lim, ,4,x whenever 
it exists. 
THEOREM 1.1 (A Mean Ergodic Theorem). Let A be a closed operator 
and (A,} a net of bounded operators satisfying (a), (b), and (c). Then P is 
a bounded linear projection with I/ PII < M, R(P) = N(A), N(P) = R(A), and 
D(P)=N(A)@R(A)= { x E X, { A,x} contains a weakly 
convergent subnet }. 
Proof. Part (b) implies that x = s-lim, A,x = Px E R(P) for all x E N(A). 
The weak closedness of A and (c) imply that for all XE D(P), APx= 
A(s-lim, A,x) = w-lim. AA,x = 0 so that PXE N(A) and hence P2x = 
P(Px) = Px. Thus P is a linear projection with R(P) = N(A). 
From (a) one can easily see that lIPI <~,liA,II and that D(P) and 
N(P) are closed subspaces. 
Next, we prove N(P) = R(A). If x E N(P), then by (b) 
x=(Z-P)x=s-lim,(Z-A.)xER(A). 
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Hence N(P) c R(A). Conversely, for y= Ax we have that Py = 
s-lim, A,Ax=O, which shows that R(,4)c N(P). Thus N(P)=R(A) and 
D(P)=N(A)@R(A). 
To complete the proof, let {AB} be a subset of {A,} such that y := 
w-lim,, ABx exists. Then Ay = w-limp AA,x = 0, by (c). Since 
we have that x= y+ X- YE N(A)@R(A) =D(P), and the proof is 
finished. 
In practical applications, there usually exists a net (B,} of bounded 
linear operators which are related to A and A, in the following way: 
(b’) R(B,)cD(A) and A,-Z=AB,IB,A for all UE~. 
It is clear that (b’) implies (b). (BZ} will produce approximate solutions of 
Ax = y, for suitable y. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let A he a closed linear operator, and {A,}, (B,} be nets 
of bounded linear operators such that conditions (a), (b’), and (c) hold. 
(1) 1fy~R(A) and iffor some x,EX, {A,x,-B,y} has a weak 
cluster point x, then x is the strong limit of { Aax - B, y } and y = Ax. In 
case x0 E R(A), this x is the unique solution of Ax = y in R(A). 
(2) Zf ye A(D(A) n R(A)), then x = - s-lim, B, y exists and is the 
unique solution of Ax = y in R(A). 
Proof (1) Let { ABx, - B,] y } be a subnet which converges weakly to 
x. Since, by assumptions (b’), (c), and Theorem 1.1, we have 
w-lim A(A,x, - 
Ir 
B,jy)=w-lipm AApx,-w-lips (Ag-I) y= -Py+ y= y, 
it follows from the weak closedness of A that x E D(A) and y = Ax. 
Then we can write ABx,-Bpy=Agxo-BBAx=Apxo-(AD-Z)x= 
x + AD(xo- x), and the assumption implies that 0 is the weak limit of 
{ Ap(xo - x)}. Hence, by Theorem 1.1, { A,(x, - x)} converges strongly to 
0 and so {A,x, -B,yj converges strongly to x. This also implies that 
x0-x belongs to R(A). Thus if X,,E R(A), x is a solution of Ax = y in 
R(A). Such a solution is unique since N(A) n R(A) = (0). 
(2) If y=Ax with xeD(A)nR(A), then by Theorem 1.1, 
-B,y= -B,Ax=(I-A,)x+x-Px=x. 
It is often the case that the system {B,} satisfies the following additional 
condition: 
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(d) B,*x* = ~(a) x* for ail x* ER(A)’ ( =N(A*) in case A is 
densely defined), and lim, Iv(a)\ = co. 
Such operators {B,} are essentially the “companion integrals for {A,}” 
introduced (for the case A = I- T) by Dotson [3]. In this case the assump- 
tion y E R(A) in (1) of Theorem 1.2 is not needed. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let A be a closed linear operator, and let {A,), {B,} be 
nets qf bounded linear operators satisfying the conditions (a), (b’), (c), and 
(d). Suppose y E X. If there is some x0 E X such that {A,x, - B, y} has a 
weak cluster point x, then { A,x, - B, y} is strongly convergent to x and 
y = Ax. 
Proof For x* E R(A)’ we have 
<A,xo, x* > - CP(~)(Y, x* > = (A,-%, x* > + (Y, B:x* > 
= (A,x,- B,y, x*). 
The facts that ljA,ll 6 M, [q(a)1 -+ co, and that (x, x*) is a cluster point 
of { (A,x, - B, y, x* )} imply that (y, x* > =O. Therefore we have that 
ye I(R(A)l) = R(A), and the conclusion now follows from (1) of 
Theorem 1.2. 
From Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 we can easily deduce the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Under the assumption of Theorem 1.3, the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
6) YEA(WA)~R(A)); 
(ii) x = s-lim,( -B, y) exists; 
(iii) There is a subnet {BP} of {B,} such that x = w-lim,, (-B, y) 
exists. 
The x in (ii) and (iii) above is the unique solution of Ax= y in R(A). 
Under the assumption of Theorem 1.2 it is clear that the restriction 
A, of A to D(A) n R(A) is a one-to-one, closed operator onto 
X0 := A(D(A) n R(A)). Let B be the inverse of A,. Then Theorem 1.2(2) 
says that B, converges trongly to B on X0. 
Remark 1.5. We say that A is mean ergodic if for some {A,} which 
satisfies (a), (b), and (c), one has that D(P)=N(A)@ R(A)=X In this 
case we have X,=A(D(A)nR(A))=A[D(A)n(N(A)@R(A))]= 
AD(A) = R(A). In this case condition (i) in Corollary 1.4 can be replaced 
by 
6’) YEWA), 
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and for any x0 E X the net { AnxO - B, y } converges to a solution u of the 
equation Au = y. Moreover, for each x E D(A) there is a x’ E D(A) n R(A) 
such that Ax’ = Ax. Then ABAx = ABAx’ = ABA,x’ = Ax’ = Ax for all 
x E D(A), and B is an inner inverse of A. 
It is clear from Theorem 1 .l that any closed operator is mean ergodic if 
X is reflexive. If X is a Hilbert space and if llA,ll < 1 for all a, then the 
ergodic projection P is an orthogonal projection (see, e.g., [ 15, p. 2.523). In 
this case, we can obtain more precise information about the convergence of 
gabo, Y) := A,xo - B,Y. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let A he a closed operator in a Hilbert space H, and 
suppose {A,} and {B,} satisfy (a) with M= 1, (b’) and (c). 
(1) IJ in addition, AA,x + 0 ,for all XE X, then for any x0, y E H, 
lim, IlAg,h, y)-YII = Ilpyll =inf{llAu-yll; ~EWA)). 
(2) Zf yeR(A), then gz(xO, y) converges to the solution u of Au= J’ 
which is nearest to the initial point x,,. 
Proof. (1) The first equality holds because 
II&,(x,> Y)-YII = IIAA.x,-AB,.v yll= IIAA.x,-(A.-I) Y-Y// 
= IIAA..~,-A.J~ ---t lIPA. 
The second equality holds because P is the orthogonal projection onto 
N(A) along R(A). 
(2) u = s-&(A,,~, - B,y) = Px, + X, where x is the unique solution 
of Ax = y in R(A). Since u - ,Y~E R(A), it follows easily that u is the 
solution which is nearest to xg. 
Remark 1.7. In general, X, = A(D(A) n R(A)) is a proper subspace of 
R(A). This is the case for instance when A is densely defined and is not 
mean ergodic. To see this we choose a z in D(A) but not in 
D(P) = N(A) @ R(A). Then y = AZ E R(A)\X,,, otherwise, there would exist 
an x E D(A) n R(A) such that y = Ax, which would imply that 
z = z - x + x E N(A) @ R(A), a contradiction. 
For PER we have IIB,yll=IIB,Axll=II(A.-l)xIl6(M+l)Ilxli so 
that sup, II B, yll < 00. In general the latter condition is not strong enough 
to ensure that y E R(A). The following positive result is a consequence of 
Corollary 1.4, Remark 1.5, and the fact that every bounded subset of a 
reflexive space is weakly sequentially compact. 
COROLLARY 1.8. Let A be a closed operator in a reflexive space. If {Ad} 
and {B,) satisfy conditions (a), (b’), (c), and (d), then each of (i’), (ii), and 
(iii) is equivalent to 
(iv) SUP, llB,~‘/l < CC 
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Under certain conditions, the equivalence of conditions (i’) and (iv) can 
be established without assuming the space is reflexive. 
THEOREM 1.9. Suppose that (A,) and {B,} satisfy (a), (b’), (c), and 
(d), and that A, B, = B,A, for all a, fi E LL If A, is weakly compact for some 
YES, then (i’) is equivalent o (iv). 
Proof The boundedness of {B, y} and the weak compactness of A, 
imply that { -B,A,y} = { -A,B,y} h as a weak cluster point z. It follows 
from Theorem 1.3 that AZ = A, y. Let x = z - B, y. Then Ax = AZ - AB, y 
= AZ - (A, - I) y = y. Hence (iv) implies (i’). The converse has been seen 
previously. 
2. ITERATIVE SOLUTIONS OF THE EQUATION (I- T)x= y 
In this section we shall apply the results of Section 1 to analyse various 
iterative methods for solving the equation (I- T) x = y, where T is a 
bounded operator. 
For each c1 in a directed set a, let a, be a holomorphic function on a 
domain Q, which contains the closed unit disk of the complex plane. 
Assume that a,(l)= 1 and lim, ]a!Jl)l = co. Then the function b,(z) := 
(a,(z) - l)(z- 1))’ =C,zl af)(l)(z- l)j- l/i! is also holomorphic on 9,. 
Let T be a bounded operator with spectrum a(T) contained in each 0,. 
Then we can define operators A I := a,(T) and B, := 6,(T) by operational 
calculus. It is clear that A, - I= (T- I) B, = B,( T- I). Also, for 
x*EN(T*-I*) we have that B*x*=C,~,a~‘(l)(T*-I*)‘-‘/i!x*= 
a;( 1) x* with la&( 1)1 + co, by assumption. Thus the nets {A,} and (B,} 
satisfy conditions (b’) and (d) in Section 1 with A = T-Z. 
If furthermore a,‘~ are so chosen that Ila,( T)ll <M for all a E a and 
a,( T)( T- I) converges trongly to 0, then we can apply the results in Sec- 
tion 1 to obtain a mean ergodic theorem for {T”} and an iterative method 
of computing solutions of the equation (T-Z) x = y. In particular, the 
results of Browder and Petryshyn [l], Dotson [3-51, Groetsch [8], and 
Lin and Sine [lo] are just specializations of our results in Section 1. We 
demonstrate their derivation in what follows. 
EXAMPLE I. Let a,(z) = zn, n = 1,2, . . . . Then a,( 1) = 1, a;( 1) = n + co, 
and b,(z) =C;:d zi. We have A,, = T” and B, =Zl:d T’. Hence 
Theorem 1.1 reduces to the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that 11 T”II 6 M for all n, and suppose T”+’ - T” 
converges to 0 strongly. Then Px := lim, _ oc T”x defines a linear projection 
5X0/87&14 
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P with ilPII<M, R(P)=N(T-I), N(P)=R(T-Z), and D(P)= 
N(T-Z)@R(T-I)= {xEX; (T”x} contains a weakly convergent sub- 
sequence}. 
From 1.3, 1.4, and 1.8 we obtain the following theorem which contains 
a generalization of the result of Browder and Petryschyn [I]. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let x, = T”x, + C’=, Tip ‘y = TX,- I + y. Then under 
the assumption of Theorem 2.1, the following are true: 
(1) If, for some x,, E X, some subsequence of ix,,} converges weakly to 
some x E X, then (I - T) x = y and (x,} converges strongly to x. 
(2) YE(T-I) (T--1)X ifand only ifs-lim,Z,, C:=, T’-‘y exists, if 
and only ij’ w-lim,, 3c Cy=, T’+ ‘y exists for some sequence nk -+ CD. The 
limit is the unique solution of (I- T) x = y in R( T- I). 
(3) If X is reflexive, then y E R( T- I) zf and only tf for some (and 
every) x0 E X, (xn> is bounded, if and only iffor some (and every) x,, E X, 
{x,,} converges strongly, the limit being a solution x of (I- T) x = y. 
EXAMPLE II. Let a,(z)=C:,d (l/n)?. Then a,(l)=l, a:(l)= 
(l/n) ~~~,’ i = (n - 1)/2 -+ co, and b,(z) = (l/n) Cr:: Ci:h zj. We have 
A, = (l/n) C::d T’ and B, = (l/n) C?:: Cj:A Tj. We see that A,(T- I) = 
(l/n)(T” - I) -+ 0 strongly if and only if T”/n + 0 strongly. While 
Theorem 1.1 reduces to the Cesaro mean ergodic theorem for {T”> 
(cf. [ 17]), Corollary 1.4 reduces to the following theorem of Lin and Sine 
[lOI. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that I( (l/n) Cl:,’ T’il < A4 for all n and T”/n -+ 0 
strongly. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) ~E(T-I) (T-Z)X; 
(ii) x = s-lim, _ co (l/n) x7:: C;:A Tjy exists; 
(iii) There is a sequence nk + co such that x= w-lim,, ,~ n,-’ 
x7=; ’ Cj:A TJy exists. 
The x is the unique solution of (I- T) x = y in R(T- I). 
EXAMPLE III. For /A(>l, let a;.(z)=(i-1)(2-z))’ (=(2--l) 
X20 (l/n)(z/n)‘), ZEQ~= (zE@; 1zI < Iii}. Then a,.(l)= 1 and la;(l)1 = 
l(A- l)(;i- 1)-q = l//A- 11 -+ cc as I + 1. Also b,(z) = (a>,(z) - 1) 
(z-l))‘=(A-z))‘. Let T be a bounded operator with o(T)cjz~C; 
JzJ,<l}. Then A,:=a,(T)=(A-l)(A-T))’ and B,:=bA(T)=(A-T) ~’ 
are defined for all JAj>l. IJA,(T-I))1 =I/(A-l)(A,-I)I( -+O as A-t 1 
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whenever sup,,, , , l(A,(( < co. Thus Theorem 1.1 reduces to the Abel 
ergodic theorem for {T”}, and Corollary 1.4 reduces to the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4. Under the assumption suplil, , 1) (A - 1 )(A - T) ~ ’ Jj < co 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) ~E(T-I) (T-Z)X; 
(ii) x = s-lim, _ , (A- T) -’ y exists; 
(iii) There exists a sequence A,, + 1 such that x = w-lim, _ cD 
(A, - T) ~ ’ y exists. 
This x is the unique solution of (I- T) x = y in R( T- I). When X is 
reflexive, (i) ’ equivalent to 
SUP,>., > 1 ll(l- Tisl YII < 00. 
that y E R( T- I) and also that 
EXAMPLE IV. Let {A,} be a sequence of numbers satisfying 0 < I, 6 1 
and C,“=, %,( 1 - 1,) = GO. Let a,(z) = n:= I [( 1 - Ai) + Liz], n = 1,2, 3, . . . . 
Then a,(l)=1 and a:,(l)=~.:=,~i~CI=Ili(l-)li)-)Oo as n-+m. We 
have that 
b,(z)=(a,(z)-l)(z-l))‘=A, 
and 
h,+,(z)=(a,+,(z)-l)(z-l)-’ 
= {CC1 -J.n+I)+L+lzl a,(z)- I}@- 11-l 
=/I n+l+C(l-&+1)+&7+lz1b,(z), n = 1, 2, . . . 
For a TEL(X) let A,=a,(T)=nr=, [(l-&)+&T], B,=b,(T)=i,Z, 
and B,+,=b,+l(T)=~~,+,Z+[(l-il,+,)+l,+,T]B,, n=l,2,.... If T 
is power bounded, i.e., 1) T”)) 6 M, n = 1, 2, . . . . then Jj A,\1 < A4 for all n, and 
IIA,(T-Z)ll +O as n -+ cc (see [S, Lemma 21). 
For x, y E X we define two sequences { fn(x) 1 and { g,(x, y)} by f,,(x) := 
A,x and g,(x, y) = A,x + B, y. It is easy to see that 
.63=x, 
fn(x)= C(1-&z)+~n~lfn-,(XL n = 1, 2, . . . . 
gcdx, Y) = XT 
g,,(x, Y)=&Y+ L-(1 -AJ+~,Tl g,pl(x, VI, n = 1, 2, . . . . 
Now Theorem 1.1 leads to the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 2.5. Suppose /I T”ll < M .for n = 1, 2, . . . . Then {f,(x) } con- 
verges strongly if and only tf it contains a weakly convergent subsequence, if 
and only tf x E N( T- I) 0 R( T- I). The limits Px := lim, _ x f,(x) define a 
linear projection onto N( T - I) along R( T - I). 
Corollaries 1.4 and 1.8 yield the next theorem 
THEOREM 2.6. Suppose that 1) T”/J GM, n = 1, 2, . . . . The following are 
equivalent :
(i) ye(T-I) (T-Z)X; 
(ii) x = s-lim n _ m g,(O, Y) exists; 
(iii) There exists a sequence nk -+ co such that x = w-lim, _ x g,,(O, y) 
exists. 
This x is the unique solution of (I- T) x = y in R( T - I). When X is 
reflexive, (i) is equivalent to that y E R( T- I) and also to 
(iv) {g,,(O, y)} is bounded. 
Theorem 1.3 and Remark 1.5 yield the following partial extension (to 
nonreflexive space) of Groetsch’s result [8, Theorem 21. 
THEOREM 2.7. Suppose that /I T”/I d M, n = 1, 2, . . . . (1) Zf, for some x0, 
{g,(x,, y)} contains a weakly convergent subsequence with limit x, then 
g,(xO, y) converges strongly to x and (I- T) x = y. (2) IfX is reflexive and 
if YENT-0 then {g,(xo, Y)) converges strongly to a solution x of 
(I-T)x= yfor any x,cX. 
The following specialization of Theorem 1.6 is a slight generalization of 
Theorem 3 of [8], where T was assumed to be a self-adjoint contraction. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let T be an operator on a Hilbert space H such that 
IIT” < 1 for all n = 1, 2, . . . (1) For any -‘co, YEH, lim,,, ll(I- T) 
g,(% Y)-YII =inf{llu-Tu-~11; u E H}. (2) If y E NT- 0, then g,(xO, Y) 
converges to the solution x of (I- T) x = y, which is nearest to the initial 
point x0. 
3. APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS OF THE EQUATION Ax=y 
In this section we shall apply the results in Section 1 to obtain 
approximate solutions of the equation Ax = 4’ for an unbounded operator 
A. We shall consider three cases: (1) A is a closed operator with 0 E P(A); 
(2) A is the Y-generator of a (Y)-semigroup of operators; (3) A is the 
infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous cosine operator function. 
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EXAMPLE V. Let A be a closed operator such that OE p(A) and such 
that IlA(1--A))‘/I=0(1) (A-0, lop). If we set Ai,=A(A-A))’ 
and B,= (1-A))’ for il~p(A), then they satisfy conditions (a) and 
(b’). Also we have IIAA,(I = IlAA(1-A))‘II = 111 IIll(A-A))‘-III < 
IAl [I1(1-A))‘ll + l] -+O as A+O. To see that (d) holds with cp(,?)=A-‘, 
let x* E R(A)‘. Then, for all x E X, 
Therefore Theorem 1.1 applies to give the mean ergodic theorem of 
Yosida [ 16, p. 2171 for resolvents, and Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 give the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a closed operator such that Ocp(A) and 
lI/I(1-A)-‘ll=0(1) (n-+0). 
(1) Zf for some x,, E X there exists a sequence { ,I,} + 0 such that 
x := w-lim n-m (A,-A))‘(n,x,--y) exists, then x=s-lim,,,(A-A))’ 
(%x0 - y) and Ax = y. 
(2) Zf y E A(D(A) n R(A)), then x = -s-lim,,, (2 -A))’ y exists 
and is the unique solution of Ax= y in R(A). 
Note that if the x0 in (1) is 0, then x=s-lim,,,(l-A))‘ y= 
s-lim j, _ 0 (E, - A) ~ ’ Ax = s-lim i,,,A(;I-A))lx~R(A) and so y=Ax~ 
A(D( A) n R(A)). Thus we have the following 
THEOREM 3.2. Under the assumption of Theorem 3.1, the following asser- 
tions are equivalent :
(i) yEA(WA)nR(A)); 
(ii) x = s-lim j. _ 0 (A - 1) - ’ y exists’ 
(iii) There is a sequence {A,} ‘-0 such that x = w-lim, _ m 
A - 2,) -’ y exists. 
When X is refZexive, they are equivalent to 
(iv) lam,,, Il(l- A))’ yll < co. 
EXAMPLE VI. Let Y be a closed linear subspace of the dual space X* 
of X such that llxll =sup{l(x, y)l; YE Y, llyll = l} for XEX. A semi- 
group {T(t); t > 0} of operators on X is called a (Y)-semigroup if 
(1) Y is invariant under T*(t), t 20; (2) T( .)x is o(X, Y)-continuous 
and locally Y-Riemann integrable on [0, co ) for each x E X. In particular, 
(C,)-semigroups, w*-continuous semigroups, and tensor product semi- 
groups are (Y)-semigroups. The Y-generator A of T( .) is defined by 
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Ax := Y-lim t-O t ‘(T(t) - 1)x whenever the 0(X, Y)-limit exists. A is 
known to be 0(X, Y)-closed and hence strongly closed. See [ 111 for basic 
properties of (Y)-semigroups. 
For t > 0 let the operators A, and B, be defined by 
I 
’ T(u) x du 
I 
’ A,x= t -’ and B,x=t- ii 
T(u) x du ds, x E x, 
0 0 0 
where the integration with respect to u is in the sense of Y-Riemann, and 
that with respect to s is strong Riemann. The a(X, Y)-closedness of A 
implies that R(B,) c D(A) and 
(A,-Z)x=t+J;(T(s)-Z)xds 
tr’ s:, A & T(u) x du ds = AB,x, XEX; 
= tm ‘f;j;, T(u)Axduds=B,Ax, XED(A). 
That is, A, and B, satisfy condition (b’). 
Since A,AcAA,=t-‘(T(t)-I), the condition (c) will hold if t-IT(t) 
converges strongly to 0 as t + co. For x* E R(A)’ and x E X we have that 
((T(t) - I) x, x* ) = (A jk T(s) x ds, x* ) = 0, so that 
(x, B:x*)=(B,x,x*)=tP1 ’ ( T(u)x, x*) du ds 
=t-’ ss r “( 0 0 x,x*)duds=;t(x,x*). 
Hence B,*x* = $tx* for all x* ER(A)I, i.e., the condition (d) holds with 
cp( t) = t/2. 
Thus, from Theorem 1.1 one can deduce the mean ergodic theorem for 
( Y)-semigroups [ 11, Proposition 3.93. From Theorem 1.3 we deduce the 
next theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that tC’[lJ:, T(s) x ds[l d Mllxil for all XEX and 
t > 0, and suppose t-l T(t) --, 0 strongly as t + co. Given y E X, if there exist 
an x0 E X and a sequence {t, j + 00 such that the sequence t; ’ f: [T(s) x0 - 
s: T(u) y du] ds converges weakly to x, then x = s-lim, _ o. t -- ’ jb [T(s) x0 - 
IS, T(u) y du] ds and Ax = y. 
From Corollary 1.4 we can deduce the following theorem which extends 
a result of Krengel and Lin [9, Theorem 2.23 on (Co)-semigroups to ( Y)- 
semigroups. 
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THEOREM 3.4 [ 13, Theorem 2.31. Under the assumption of Theorem 3.3, 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) YEA(W)~R(A)); 
(ii) x = s-lim, _ m t ~ ’ fh s: T(u) y du ds exists; 
(iii) There is a sequence t, -+ co such that x = w-lim,, cD t;’ 
ii f; T(u) y du ds exists. 
Moreover, this x is the unique solution of Ax = y in R(A). 
EXAMPLE VII. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a strongly con- 
tinuous cosine operator function {C(t); t > 0}, which satisfies C(0) = Z and 
C(t + s) + C(t -s) = 2C( t) C(s), t 2 s > 0. It is known that A is densely 
defined and closed, and 
(C(t)-Z)x= 
{ 
A & (t - s)C(s) x ds = A j; f; C(u) du ds, 
;z ;(A)(*) 
f;(t-s)C(s)Axds=J;@(u)Axduds, . 
See, e.g., [ 12, 143 for these and other properties of C( .). 
For t > 0 let A, and B, be operators defined by A,x := 
2tP2j;J;C( ) d d u x u s and B,x:=2tP2j~js)j;;~;C(w)xdwdvduds, XEX. 
Then using the identities in (*) and the fact that A is closed, we find that 
R(B,) c D(A) and 
(A, - Z)x = 2t-* j’ j-s (C(u) -I) x du ds 
0 0 
{ 
2t -* 1; s”o A j;; s; C(w) x dw dv du ds 
= 2t-‘j;j;j;;@(w)Axdwdvduds 
x E x; 
XED(A). 
Thus condition (b’) is satisfied. 
Since (*) means that A,A c AA, = 2t -‘(C( t) - I), the condition (c) will 
hold if t-%(t) converges strongly to 0 as t + co. Next, we show that B, 
satisfies condition (d) with d(t) = t2/12. In fact, for x* E N(A*) we can see 
from (*) that C*(t) x* =x* for all t > 0. Hence for all x E X 
(x, B:x*)=(B,x,x*)=2tP2j-;j;SI’/; (C(w)x,x*)dwdvduds 
s ld v 4-2 ii s, h 1 dw dv du ds(x, x* > 
t2 
=-(x,x*). 
12 
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Now it is immediate to obtain the following theorems which are 
specializations of Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 and Corollary 1.4, respectively. 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose that t ‘Iif; j; C(u) x du dsll d Mllxll for all x E X 
and t > 0, and suppose t -‘C( t) + 0 strongly as t -+ co. Then the mapping 
P: x + s-lim, _ m 2tt2&C( ) d d u x u s is a bounded linear projection with 
R(P)=N(A), N(P)=R(A), and D(P)=N(A)@R(A)={xEX, 3t,-+~03 
w-lim, _ 7) 2t; ‘Sk s; C(u) x du ds exists). 
THEOREM 3.6. Under the assumption of Theorem 3.5, if for a given 
YE X there exist x,, E X and a sequence {t,} -+ a3 such that x := 
w-lim, j m 2t;2jk[i [C(u)x,-jf;sf;C(w) ydwdvlduds exists, then 
Ax = y and x = s-lim,, z 2t 2 s; fG[C(u) x0 - 18 fi C(w) y dw dv] du ds. In 
case x0 E R(A), this x is the unique solution of Ax = y in R(A). 
THEOREM 3.7. Under the assumption of Theorem 3.5 the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) YENW)~NA)); 
(ii) x = - s-lim I--r% 2t p2 1; s: j; si C(w) y dw dv du ds exists; 
(iii) There is a sequence t, -+ a3 such that x= - w-lim,, m 2tJ2 
s: s; jl St: C(w) y dw do du ds exists. 
This x is the unique solution of Ax = y in R(A). 
4. THE OPERATOR EQUATION A 1 E + EA , = B 
Suppose that Ai is the infinitesimal generator of a (CO)-semigroup T, ( .) 
of operators on a Banach space Xi such that /ITi(t d Mie”‘z’, t >O, 
i= 1, 2. For a given bounded operator B in B(X,, X,) it is of interest to 
study the operator equation A, E + EA, = B; the solution operator E is 
required to map D(A,) into D(A,) and to satisfy A, Ex + EA,x = Bx for all 
XED(A~). 
It is known [ 11, 131 that the semigroup S(.): E+ T,( .) ET,( .) 
(EE B(X,, Xi)) is a (Y)-semigroup for a certain Yc (B(X,, X,))*, and the 
Y-generator A is precisely the operator which has its domain consisting of 
all those EEB(X,, X,) for which ED(A,) is contained in D(A,) and 
A, E + EA, is bounded on D(A,), and which sends each such E to 
A, E + EA,. A is closed relative to the weak operator topology, and for 
~>w,+w,,~-Aisinvertibleand(~-A)~’Ex=~,”e~”’T,(t)ET,(t)xdt 
for all EE B(X,, X,) and XEX,. 
The cited equation now becomes AE = B. Hence the next theorem 
follows immediately by applying Theorems 3.2 and 3.4. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that w, + w2 < 0. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
- 
(i) BEAP(A)nW)), where the double overbar denotes the 
uniform closure; 
(ii) E= uo-limj -0+ (A - A) ~ ’ B exists; 
(iii) There is a sequence A,,-+O+ such that {(A-1,))‘B) converges 
in the weak topology of B(X,, X,); 
(iv) E= -uo-lim,,, t ~’ fb 1: T,(u) BT,(u) du ds exists; 
(v) There is a sequence t, + a3 such that -t;’ jt IS, T,(u) 
BT,(u) du ds converges in the weak topology of B(X2, X,). 
- 
The operator E is the unique solution of A, E + EA, = B in R(A). 
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